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The next example is from last week 

& is using Quad & double signals on 

the 1h charts.the 1h charts.



Quad Shooting Star on the 1h a strong signal but normally counter trend so looking for smaller targets, 1:1 or support.



The Shooting stars all paid down to rising support with an average of 40 pip gain per pair. 

EU & EJ formed Hammers on support so that is the perfect Double play. GU & AU formed Quads at support a little later.



All the support rejection Triple plays paid well with EU gaining 

100 pips & EJ 80 from the Hammers.



Set ups on the daily time frame.



A Day trading EU 

9th Jan 20129 Jan 2012

It’s easy to point out the trades on a 

chart at the end of the, so here are 

the trades taken as they happened.



EU 6am Breakout 1h
Direction for morning session set, price bounced on 3618 fib & Bullish Double 

Divergence formed, price then broke sinking resistance.



3 Sisters confirmation
The other 2pairs confirm the Bullish bias.

GU 1h Bounce on support after Double 
Bull Divergence & sinking res breakout AU 4H Bounce on support



8.20am 5 Minute entry. Standard 1:2 risk reward trade. 

Triple Play signal at 38 fib, previous 1h Candle a Triple Bull 

Green arrow is the Triple signal, purple line entry, red line stop, green lines targets 1 & 2.



Target 2 hit. 
Risk -10 Target +20. Price now at Fib level so possible correction.



4 pairs at fib levels, so we need a 

pullback to buy again.



Next long after the pullback 
9.20am Candle Triple at 707 fib 1m & Hidden Double Divergence on 5m. 1:2 RR trade.



Trade is about to make the move, notice the Double Bull Hidden Divergence.



Target 1 +10 
Stop moved to -5



Target 2 hit & we are out for +20



Triple but no entry because of the 786 Fib & MACD divergence (not Double 

but a good warning) so possible correction. 
AU at 707 & EJ at 618 & MACD Bearish divergence on the 3 Sisters, so no long entries here.



MT4 confirmation.



Hanging Man Triple at 786. 
Cautious longs after a correction, or bias change to Bear to look for shorts.



Drop from the 786 Triple.
There was a trade at the break of rising support at the 10.45 Triple but we didn’t take 

it.



Long at 61 fib Triple with Double Bull divergence confirming. 
Standard 1:2 trade, stop under swing low.



Target1 hit
Caution as previous 1h candle was a Triple Bear



Price made lower high at our target 1
So Triple Bear had us tighten stop to -5 and closed at +5 after the Trip Bear.... Stop & 

reverse trade. Entry was Triple at sinking resistance.



Target 2 hit
Price approaching support so looking for Triple long signal



Triple long signal near support.
This was confirmed by the 707 fib rejection on the 1m confirmed with Double 

Divergence on 1m. 
There was another Triple short signal while the short trade was developing but we didn’t add to position as price was just above

Pivot. 



Target 2 hit. 
There was another Triple signal during the trade but we didn’t add to position this time due the 

sinking resistance, however there is an option to add to positions on further Triple signals with 

your trade if price is not too close to S & R etc. Price now at 707 so possible correction.



S h o r t  a t  7 0 7  &  8 5 4  r e j e c t i o n .

This is a Triple Fib play & confirmed by 15m GU @ 618 & AU at 786



Target 1 hit 

Price now at 1:1 target but at rising support, so half position removed & stop 

tightened.



Triple Bull formed at the support 
so the remaining half of the short  position was closed at +10 & a long taken above the 

signal.



Price not moving as expected & previous 1h Candle was Triple Bear so stop tightened 

up to -10 under rising support. 



Stopped out for -10 & that’s me done for the day. 



Tuesday 10th Jan 2012
Morning bias set to Bear as price broke rising support & the other 2 pairs confirmed.



Triple signal short after Double Bear divergence, 1:2 RR.



Target 2 hit



Price hit support, pivot & 618 Gartley formed all confirmed with Triple Fib rejections 

on AU & GU at the same time.



1:2 target hit



Price hit resistance & Triple Play short entry after Double Bear Divergence, normal 1:2 

RR.



Price hit target 1 so stop moved to -5 but then hit support, also at 707 Fib confirmed 

by AU & GU. Short closed at this point for +15 & long taken above the Triple Play 5m 

candle.



Target1 hit & stop moved to -5



Target 2 hit & that was me done for he day. Price reversed at this point & there were 3 

more trades that could have been taken but I had finished for the day.



Wednesdays Trades



Thursdays Trades



Last Friday, a VERY strong set up formed in the morning on the 1h charts all 4 pairs.... EU had formed a Harami Cross (One of the 

strongest reversal signals in my opinion in an uptrend) with Double Bear divergence & the other 3 pairs were all forming Bearish

set ups; EJ Double Bear Divergence, AU a 786 Gartley & GU had rejected the 61 & also formed Double Bear divergence. It doesn’t 

get to look much better than this! Looking for shorts with legs.



Price collapsed all day for some very nice pips. A Quad Hammer formed that signalled the end of the drop & Au 

had formed a Gartley & rejected a 618 fib with Double Bull Div but as it was so late on Friday, no long position 

was taken.



A trade from this morning.



Thank you for your time.


